
Great West Way Conference – Workshop Feedback 

Workshop 1. Bringing the Great West Way to life  

Consideration was given to tools that businesses feel they will need to 

make the GWW a physical reality, fit to promote.  

 The importance of user generated content at local level ensuring local 

ownership. 

 Human and digital way-finders, signage and ambassadors. 

 The need for VB to embrace the Great West Way as a ‘hero’ product. 

 Cross-promotion of the route between all business and cross-selling of 

tickets by all businesses 

 A Toolkit including logos, images, text, guidance and collateral and clarity 

on how businesses can use the title in their business (e.g.: Great West Way 

cycle shop).  

 A website. 

 Options for Passports and other reward, loyalty and engagement 

schemes. 

 Understanding where there are gaps on the route such as transport and 

connectivity gaps, product gaps and accommodation gaps that need to be 

addressed for the promise to be delivered. 

Workshop 2. What make a Great West Way Experience?  

Businesses feel that the GWW should be a holistic joined up experience for the 
visitor. As a result the following should be considered.  
  
Attributes – largely aligned with the GWW brand values and proposition:- 

 Not typical – include different products. 
 Lots of diversity (although this could cause confusion!) 
 Lots of history 
 Lots of experiences   
 Antiques 
 Green England 
 Distillation of England 
 Generations of England’s heritage – England’s story 
 Ancient travellers route 

 
Create Reasons to Visit Now: 

 Instigate Blogs written by locals – highlighting hidden gems  / what’s 
great about your local area / what makes it authentic. 

 Create video – distributing it on social media (people feel emotionally 
connected).    

 Building / renovation projects showcase a new version of history being 
made – visitors love to see this. 

 Original documents being showcased (could be a theme) 



 Stories 
 Anniversaries.  
 Events – special openings to create demand 
 Brexit (best time to visit is now!!) 
 Create races (walk the GWW, run the GWW, cycle the GWW, Canal the 

GWW)   
 Sell it on the journey not the destination. 

 
It is important to join up the GWW to make a coherent experience so 
people know and feel that they are on the Great West Way 
  

 A la carte menu with different itineraries – one day, three days etc. 
 Choice of different themed tours / routes. 
 Passport – could be a digital passport. 
 Wayfinding / Signage – again could be a mix with digital  
 Do something like Pokémon – GWW stop!   
 Doesn’t’ have to be traditional signage – GWW could use things along the 

way or use logo / emblem which could link into different trails along the 
way (historic / film. 

 Focus on the mode of travel and then join it up with a theme.    
 
What would be needed to make this happen now?     

 Website with the ability to make itineraries 
 Local Bloggers 
 Social media 
 Staff / Governance to manage it 
 To bring it to life we need Ambassadors. GWW could target local 

companies – taxi’s, campsites, pubs etc. to recruit people that are keen to 
volunteer to be an ambassador in their geographical area. Ensure quality: 
Ambassadors of the Way / Welcome – Quality of brand.    

 Digital Ambassadors  
 Who sells the brand? It could be possible to use locals, so do we need a 

local campaign to get locals involved as well as tourism businesses. Could 
GWW use the neighbourhood plans – have a L/A champion and a Local 
Business champion.    
 

Workshop 3 – Getting the Great West Way Talked About 
  
Using the Great West Way Positioning: 

 Businesses may use the brand as a quality mark with the assumption that 
there would be some minimum standards criteria attached to the use of 
the brand (guidelines required). 

 Businesses see the benefit of using it to signify that they are part of a 
larger collective group giving a wider identity (the ‘Surname’ principle 
from the Wild Atlantic Way). 

 Destinations think that the use of the brand will mean significantly more 
than being part of a tourism initiative.  They understand that it suggests 
that the Great West Way is a ‘marketable’ proposition that the M4 



corridor with benefits for wider economic positioning. 
  
What quality/brand assurance programmes are in action and what 
opportunities do they present? 
  

 The GWW is seen as a quality marque there currently there is no 
association with the existing QA schemes. The development process will 
need to review whether or not we need to duplicate or merge with 
existing schemes. 

 Businesses see the ‘quality/brand programme’ being delivered through 
the existing DMO structure, in particular communication, ‘brand police’ 
etc. 

 Platforms such as TripAdvisor and Lonely Planet etc. should be engaged 
at an early stage to ensure the GWW is a recognised destination and 
complies with guidelines.  

  
What tools do businesses need? 
 

 Toolkits with brand assets and guidelines. 
 Good communication structures – opportunities to speak to a person as 

well as digital comms. 
 Social media / PR should be the role of the DMO/GWW with businesses 

sharing what they can.  
 Nb - This suggests a wider tourism challenge: ‘it’s not my job it’s yours’. 

How can GWW ensure that there is collective responsibility – e.g.: care 
and share.  

 
What’s the appetite for investing? 

 Prove it works, and business will invest.  North Coast 500 was free for a 
year as proof of concept to demonstrate how it would benefit which may 
be an example to explore. 

 There are concerns from micro businesses that this is another layer of 
payment that they cannot afford so GWW needs to mindful of scalability. 

 Consideration to be given to early access to the Great West Way for all 

businesses, with the development of a ‘business club’ when results have 

been delivered and tangibly business benefits received.  

How should the project be managed? 
  

 Businesses feel that DMOs were central to this with a small GWW 
board.  There was an assumption that the GWW would be a physical 
organisation as well, so this is something to be mindful of. 

 Assuming this is not the case, the structure and governance needs to be 
very carefully communicated. 

 It seems that the industry interpretation (as opposed to the destination 
interpretation) was very like the way a RTB operated. 

  
4. Taking the Great West Way to Market  



Below are Key factors to take into account when developing the GWW for 

international markets and for DMCs, tour operators and other intermediaries 

that will sell the GWW. 

 The importance of staying focussed and being specific about what is and 

what is not the Great West Way. Ensure intermediaries have content 

guidelines and support to ensure they deliver the current proposition. 

 What consideration should we give business tourism? Is the GWW a 

possible incentive product? Will its gravitas as an incentive product grow 

as awareness does? What venues and products along the GWW are suited 

to business tourism? Should there be a programme for this in the medium 

to long-term? 

 The need for flexibility in our offer for FITs, small and large groups and 

the ability to customise the offer. 

 To assist businesses in feeling more confident about working 

internationally and with the travel trade – workshops such as ETOA’s 

‘Masterclass’.  

 To acknowledge AirBnB as an accommodation option 

 

 


